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5% of royalties received from the sale of Buyer Beware are donated to The Trevor Project; the

leading national organization providing crisis intervention and suicide prevention services to lesbian,

gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning (LGBTQ) young people ages 13-24.How many Omegas

can say they were rescued BY a kidnapping ring before they were rescued FROM it? Thane was an

Omega with a very dark secret trying to break free from an unpleasant past when he was hired as a

paralegal in the local shifter law firm.Alpha Haldrian Christof, Drey to his friends, was one of the few

local attorneys specialing in shifter law. His first attempt at claiming an Omega, a visit to the Omega

auction, had ultimately failed. That didn't stop him from falling for his new paralegal, a kidnapping

victim with soft blond curls and entrancing blue eyes.When Thane's past catches up with him, will

Drey be able to protect him or will his Omega be deemed unlawfully claimed?The Omega Rescue

series tells the stories of Omegas who were rescued in The Omega Auction: Book Two Buyer

Beware.
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Unlawfully Claimed is linked to her other series of omega auctions. Thane was one of the rescued

omegas, the bold one that propositioned a bonded alpha and was shot down. In that story he came

across as a trouble maker. Drey, the lawyer involved with his rescue, was attracted to Thane. He

steps up and takes Thane into his care, training him to be a parlegal. They've been working together

for months and fighting an attraction.There was a lot of creative thought in this story. An alpha that

attacks human children is punished by the elders.. . .Well. I've read of out of control alphas but

they're never held accountable. But in this one, he was and that was a good thing. Of course this

alpha sneaks around and does everything he can to continue his evil ways. Thankfully a lot of his

creepy stuff is alluded to and never experienced. It's his behavior that is targeted and of all things

it's never explored why Thane was the one to be presented to this alpha. What did Thane do to

deserve this?Thane is smart and has a head for details. How that translates to him solving a tricky

court case is beyond me. There isn't any detail on his background and if he's always been book

smart or something he pushed to impress Drey. I did wonder. No one learns all that in a few

months.Drey is a dedicated lawyer, an alpha and has a couple of influential friends. He wants to do

the right thing and has stepped up in the past to help omegas. While there isn't much else to

characterize this alpha, when he makes his move on Thane, he falls back into behavior that doesn't

jive with his station. He basically gives up. Doesn't communicate well. And the same is true to

Thane. Thane takes the situation and shakes it up and jumps to the wrong conclusions.
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